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Abstract
Non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the leading cause of cancer death. Early detection of NSCLC will improve its outcome. We previously identified genetic signatures whose genomic copy number aberrations were associated with early stage NSCLC. Here, we aimed to develop a panel of genes that could be detected in sputum for NSCLC early detection. We first optimized a panel of genes by using an in situ minichip for measuring changes of the signatures in sputum of a case–control cohort of 49 NSCLC patients, 49 patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and 49 healthy smokers. We then validated the genes in an independent cohort of 69 NSCLC patients and 65 noncancer subjects. The results were compared with those of sputum cytology. Fifteen genes showed significant differences of their copy number changes in sputum between NSCLC and both COPD and healthy subjects. A logistic regression model with the best prediction was built on the basis of 6 genes, ENO1, FHIT, HYAL2, SKP2, p16, and 14–3–3zeta. The composite of the 6 genes produced 86.7% sensitivity and 93.9% specificity in distinguishing stage I NSCLC patients from the noncancer individuals. Furthermore, the genes had higher sensitivity (86.9%) in identification of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) than in adenocarcinoma of the lungs (80.8%; P < 0.05). Validation of the genes in the independent cohort confirmed their diagnostic power that also showed higher accuracy for lung SCCs than for sputum cytology. The gene panel could provide sputum-based markers that have the potential to improve early detection of lung SCCs. Cancer Prev Res; 3(12): 1571–8.
©2010 AACR.

Introduction
Non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the number one cancer killer in the United States and worldwide (1). NSCLC comprises 2 major histologic subtypes: squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and adenocarcinoma (AC). The overall 5-year survival rate for stage I NSCLC patients who are typically treated with surgery remain up to 83%. In striking contrast, only 5% to 15% and less than 2% of patients with stage III and IV NSCLC are alive after 5 years (1). These statistics imply that identification of early NSCLC patients could potentially reduce the mortality (2). Chest X-ray has been used for its early detection, however, the sensitivity is low (3). Computed tomography (CT) provides excellent anatomic information and plays an increasing role in noninvasive diagnosis of early NSCLC (4). However, its efficacy in reducing the mortality is not yet shown. Furthermore, if being proven to be effective, CT is likely to be more accurate for peripherally located ACs than for central lung cancers that mainly are SCCs (3). Therefore, the development of noninvasive approaches that can be used alone or complement CT in more precisely identifying NSCLC, particularly SCC is clinically important.

Because morphological changes of exfoliated bronchial epitheliums from sputum are associated with incident lung cancer, sputum cytology has been used for noninvasively detecting NSCLC, especially SCC tumors arising in central airway areas (3). However, the technique depends on the skills required for identifying subtle nuclear changes in cells. Therefore, the sensitivity of the sputum cytology is low (3). Instead of observing cellular morphological characterization, molecular study of sputum can identify the cells containing tumor-related genetic aberrations and therefore could be more sensitive than cytology in diagnosis of NSCLC (2). Various sputum biomarkers have been investigated for early detecting lung cancer or predicting the malignancy in high-risk populations. For instance, hypermethylation of p16 was detected by PCR-based assay in sputum collected from patients with NSCLC 5 to 35 months before sputum cytologic diagnosis (4). Analysis of chromosomal aneusomy by fluorescence in situ hybridization could predict lung cancer incidence within 18 months.
before clinical diagnosis (5). However, none of the techniques and tested markers, thus far, was sufficiently able to achieve the required characteristics for early detection of NSCLC. To improve reliability of molecular analysis of sputum for diagnosis of NSCLC, we previously used magnetic assisted cell sorting to enrich bronchial epithelial cells from sputum (6). By using this approach, we concentrated the bronchial epithelial cells to 40% purity from 1.1% of the starting population, yielding enough bronchial epithelium for cytologic and molecular analyses of sputum (6). Furthermore, taking advantage of the developments in microarray, and based on the principle of in situ hybridization, we developed an in situ minichip assay that examined genomic copy number changes of multiple genes at once (7). In addition, using high-resolution comparative genomic hybridization microarrays, we identified a set of genetic signatures whose copy number changes were associated with early stage NSCLC (8). We further demonstrated that assessing changes of some genes of the signatures could identify cancer cells not only in the cytologically positive sputum, but also in cytologically negative sputum of NSCLC patients (9). However, the sensitivity obtained by examining the individual genes is not, as yet, high enough for clinical applications.

Lung tumor is a heterogeneous disease and develops from field defect lesions of respiratory airways in complex and multistep processes (10). Therefore, we hypothesized that simultaneously assessing changes of multiple tumor-related genes in sputum could diagnose early NSCLC with high sensitivity and specificity. To verify the hypothesis, from our previously defined genetic signatures of NSCLC, we optimized a small panel of genes that could reliably be measurable in sputum for the early detection of NSCLC, particularly lung SCC, with higher accuracy than each individual gene. We then validated the gene panel in an independent cohort of lung cancer patients. The validation confirmed the efficiency of the genes that provided higher diagnostic power than cytology.

**Materials and Methods**

**Patients and control subjects**

This study consisted of 2 phases. The first phase was to optimize a panel of genes whose genomic copy number changes could be detected in sputum for diagnosis of NSCLC with high sensitivity and specificity. To this end, a training set of 49 patients with stage I lung NSCLC, 49 patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and 49 healthy smokers who served as “normal controls” were recruited from University of Maryland Medical Center. The cancer patients, COPD patients, and normal controls were matched in the ratio of 1:1 by age, gender, and smoking history as a case–control cohort (Table 1). The second phase of the study was to validate the diagnostic performance of the genes that were identified from the first phase in an independent cohort. A testing set of 69 NSCLC patients including 35 lung SCC patients and 34 AC patients, and 65 cancer-free individuals consisting of 26 healthy smokers and 39 COPD patients were enrolled from Baltimore VA Medical Center (Supplementary Table 1). Because the testing cohort was enrolled from a different medical center, the cohort was considered as an independent set. The control subjects were patients who visited the centers for minor illness other than respiratory disease and had no diagnosis of any cancer. The healthy smokers were recruited from the same medical centers as those were for cancer and COPD. Therefore, they were considered to be enrolled from the same larger population resources as did the clinical cases and COPD subjects. The controls in the independent cohort were also matched to cases by age, sex, race, and cigarette smoking status represented by pack-years. All study subjects were given written, informed consent for the interviews under our approved International Review Board (IRB) protocols from the 2 medical centers. The surgical-pathologic staging of NSCLC was determined according to the TNM classification of the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) with the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) and the International Staging System for Lung Cancer that was revised in 1997 (11–12). The location of tumors was recorded with regard to central or peripheral (within 2 cm of costal pleura) site (13). Diagnosis and classification of COPD severity was made according to Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (http://www.goldcopd.org).

**Collecting, processing, and cytologic studying sputum**

All participants in the 2 different medical centers underwent the same sputum collection using an induced protocol over the same interval of time (6, 7, 9, 14–16). Sputum was collected from lung cancer patients before they had received

**Table 1. Characteristics of a case–control cohort of stage I NSCLC patients, healthy smokers, and COPD patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Primary NSCLC (n = 49)</th>
<th>Healthy smokers (n = 49)</th>
<th>COPD patients (n = 49)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>69 (54–76)</td>
<td>67 (58–72)</td>
<td>69 (57–73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status, pack-years</td>
<td>37 ± 23</td>
<td>36 ± 28</td>
<td>38 ± 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of tumor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are presented as median (range).*
preoperative adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Respiratory epithelial cells were enriched from sputum by using our developed protocol with magnetic nanobeads (6). Two cyt centrifuge slides were made from each enriched sputum sample. One slide was used for checking quality of the specimen. The main variables applied to select sputum for the study were high cellularity, good nuclear morphology, and lack of purulence, debris, and residual cytoplasm (9, 15). Another one was stained with Papanicolaou stain for cytologic diagnosis using the classification of Sacc mannino (17). Positive cytology included both carcinomas in situ and invasive carcinoma (18). The rest of cells from each sputum sample were then stored in a −80°C freezer until further processing for the following study.

Analyzing genomic copy number changes of the genes on sputum by using in situ minichip assay

The 15 genes that were identified from our previous work (8, 19), whose copy number changes were associated with stage I NSCLC are listed in Table 2. We made probes that specifically covered genomic sequences of the target genes as previously described (7). The centromeric probes (CEP) for the chromosomes on which the genes were located were purchased from either Vysis or Genetix USA Inc. The CEPs were used as internal controls for assessing changes of the target genes. In situ minichips consisting of the probes were made and then hybridized on the specimens as previously described (7, 15). After washing, the slides were examined under microscopes equipped with appropriate filter sets (Leica Microsystems). Cells (1,000) were counted on each slide. Signals for each probe on the in situ minichip were analyzed blindly by investigators who did have knowledge of case–control status. The criteria for defining a gene with abnormal copy numbers and a positive cell with abnormal genetic changes were used as described in our previous reports (7, 15). Briefly, more or less intense signals from the specific gene probe than from the corresponding CEP indicated a gain or loss of the gene. A cell that had 3 or more copies or exhibited hemizygous or homozygous loss of a gene was considered as a positive cell. Furthermore, percentage of the positive cells (PPC) with genetic changes of a gene was considered as a positive cell. Furthermore, percentage of the positive cells (PPC) with genetic changes of a gene was considered as a positive cell.

Statistical analysis

In the first phase, to define an optimal panel of genes for distinguishing cancer patients from either healthy smokers or COPD patients, we used receiver–operator characteristics (ROC) curve and the area under ROC curve (AUC) analyses to determine diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of each gene for lung cancer by selecting optimal threshold of its PPC level. Furthermore, on the basis of the results generated from the ROC curves and their AUC values, logistic regression was applied to create prediction model building. The genes were fitted into logistic regression models, and the stepwise backward model selection was further performed to determine the best discriminating combinations of genes for the diagnosis of NSCLC in sputum. In addition, we used MedCalc-User-friendly statistical software (http://www.medcalc.be/index.php) to compare the AUCs of different ROC curves. In the second phase, we utilized contingency table and logistic regression analysis to determine the associations between the PPCs of the genes and both clinicopathologic and demographic characteristics of the cases and controls. All tests were 2-sided and a P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Performance of the specific genomic probes and in situ minichip assay on sputum

To determine whether all the genes could be reliably detected in sputum by the minichip, we first randomly selected sputum samples from 10 healthy smokers. The probes were then tested on the specimens. As shown in Figure 1A, the specific signals of each probe on interphases were very bright and sharp. Hybridization efficiency of the probes on the normal interphases was 100% as was that of the commercial control probes (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, when an in situ minichip containing only a 1-color fluorescence-labeled probe in each element was tested in the specimens, the normal diploid cell population always comprised 2 aqua, 2 green, 2 red, and 2 yellow signals for each probe (Supplementary Fig. 1). Altogether, the in situ minichip worked well on sputum, and the specific probes for the genes can be easily visualized and reliably counted on sputum specimens.

Whenever displaying aberrations, 9 genes (ENO1, SKP2, NME2, S100A1, POLR, 14–3–zeta, EEF1A2, FGF4, and hTERT) had gains of their genomic copy numbers, whereas 6 genes (FHIT, TGFBR, HYAL2, CD74, P16, and SP-A) exhibited losses of the copy numbers, as compared with their corresponding CEPs (Fig. 1B). When PPC value was

### Table 2. The 15 genes whose genomic changes are associated with stage I NSCLC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENO1</td>
<td>1p36.23</td>
<td>S100A1</td>
<td>1q21</td>
<td>FHIT</td>
<td>3p14</td>
<td>HYAL2</td>
<td>3p21</td>
<td>TGFBR</td>
<td>3p22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLR</td>
<td>3q28</td>
<td>SKP2</td>
<td>5p13</td>
<td>hTERT</td>
<td>5p15</td>
<td>CD74</td>
<td>5q32</td>
<td>P16</td>
<td>9p21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–3–zeta</td>
<td>8q23</td>
<td>SP-A</td>
<td>10q22</td>
<td>FGF4</td>
<td>11q13</td>
<td>NME2</td>
<td>17q21</td>
<td>EEF1A2</td>
<td>20q13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Loc., cytogenetic location of a gene in the chromosomes.
used to determine level of copy number changes of a gene, all 15 genes had higher sputum PPC values in cancer patients than in cancer-free individuals (all \( P < 0.05 \); Supplementary Table 2). Furthermore, 8 of the 15 genes also displayed higher PPCs in COPD patients than in healthy smokers (all \( P < 0.05 \)). The data suggest that aberrant changes of the 8 genes could also occur in sputum of the COPD patients. However, when the PPCs of the genes in sputum of NSCLC patients were compared with those in healthy smokers and COPD patients, the genes exhibited considerably higher PPC levels in the cancer patients than in the healthy individuals and COPD subjects (all \( P < 0.05 \); Supplementary Table 2). Collectively, the 15 genes would provide potential sputum-based biomarkers in distinguishing NSCLC patients from both healthy smokers and COPD patients.

### Optimizing a panel of sputum genetic markers for NSCLC

ROC analyses were first applied to evaluate the capability of using the genes to discriminate cancer patients from healthy smokers and COPD patients. The 15 genes exhibited 0.623 to 0.678 and 0.614 to 0.67 AUC values, respectively (Supplementary Table 3). When optimum cutoffs were selected, they yielded moderate sensitivities (57.2%–79.8%) and specificities (59.1%–79.4%) in distinguishing NSCLC patients from the healthy smokers. Furthermore, the genes produced 58.2% to 78.3% sensitivities and 58.6% to 77.9% specificities in discriminating NSCLC patients from the COPD patients (Supplementary Table 3).

Logistic regression of the 15 genes using a backward elimination approach was performed to optimize a small panel of markers for diagnosis of NSCLC with high sensitivity and specificity. One of the logistic regression models was built on the basis of 6 genes, *ENO1, FHIT, HYAL2, SKP2, p16*, and *14–3-3-\( \zeta \)*, which in combination provided the best prediction in distinguishing NSCLC patients from healthy smokers. The composite panel of the genes created 0.846 AUC that were considerably higher than 0.623 to 0.678 AUC values of individual genes (all \( P < 0.05 \)). Accordingly, given a specificity of 93.9% in distinguishing NSCLC patients from healthy smokers, the panel of the genes revealed a sensitivity of 86.7% (Table 3), which was significantly higher than 57.2% to 79.8% sensitivities generated by individual ones (\( P < 0.05 \)). Similarly, the gene panel also provided the best prediction of NSCLC patients in discriminating cancer patients from COPD subjects with 0.825 AUC, producing 81.6% sensitivity and 93.9% specificity (Table 3). Interestingly, the genes yielded higher

### Table 3. Diagnostic performance of the composite of 6 genes in a cohort of 49 stage I NSCLC patients, 49 healthy smokers, and 49 COPD patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Distinguishing NSCLC patients from healthy smokers</th>
<th>Distinguishing NSCLC patients from COPD patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity, %</td>
<td>Specificity, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cases</td>
<td>83.67 (41/49)</td>
<td>93.88 (46/49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases with different histologic types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>86.96 (20/23)*</td>
<td>93.88 (46/49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>80.77 (21/26)*</td>
<td>93.88 (46/49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases with different tumor locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>86.36 (19/22)*</td>
<td>93.88 (46/49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>81.48 (22/27)*</td>
<td>93.88 (46/49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*\( P < 0.05 \).
sensitivities (86.9%, 86.9%) in discriminating SCC than in AC (80.8, 76.9%) from either healthy or COPD subjects (all \(P < 0.05\)), while having the same specificity (93.9% vs. 93.9%; Table 3). Likewise, the panel of genes also resulted in higher sensitivity in identification of central tumors than in peripheral tumors (86.4% vs. 81.5%, 86.4% vs. 77.8%, all \(P < 0.05\); Table 3). The findings suggest that the panel of the 6 genes might provide more accurate diagnostic markers for SCCs and central tumors of the lungs than for AC and peripherally located lung tumors.

**Validating the identified genes in an independent set of NSCLC patients**

To further evaluate the diagnostic performance of the small gene panel, the 6 genes were assessed on sputum of the testing cohort. Overall, the genes displayed higher PPC levels in the lung cancer patients than in all noncancer individuals (all \(P < 0.05\)). We used the optimal thresholds established in the training set to determine diagnostic value of the genes for lung cancer in the testing set. As shown in Table 4, the panel of the 6 genes produced 82.6% and 81.2% sensitivities, and 96.2% and 94.9% specificities in differentiating NSCLC patients from healthy smokers and COPD individuals, respectively. Furthermore, the genes used together generated 85.7% sensitivity and 96.2% specificity in discriminating lung SCC patients from healthy individuals, 85.7% sensitivity and 94.9% specificity in differentiating lung SCC patients from COPD subjects. However, the sensitivities of the gene panel were only 79.4% and 76.5% in distinguishing AC patients from healthy smokers and COPD patients, although maintaining specificities at 96.15% and 94.9%, respectively (Table 4). Moreover, the gene panel resulted in 87.9% and 84.9% sensitivities in discriminating patients with central lung cancer from COPD patients and healthy smokers, whereas only 77.8% and 77.8% sensitivities for the patients with peripheral cancer (\(P < 0.05\)). Altogether, the data confirmed that the composite panel of the 6 genes had higher diagnostic sensitivity for SCC and central tumors than for AC and peripheral tumors of the lungs (all \(P < 0.05\)). In addition, the 6 genes combined had higher sensitivity in advanced stage lung SCCs (III-IV) than in stages I and II SCCs (\(P < 0.05\)), while maintaining specificity at more than 94.9% in identification of the SCC patients with all stages from both healthy smokers and COPD patients (Table 4). Finally, there was an association of the changes of the genes with smoking pack-year of cancer patients (Supplementary Table 4; all \(P < 0.05\)). However, the changes were not related to the age, gender, and ethnicity of the participants (all \(P > 0.05\)). Taken together, the validation data confirmed that the identified genes had the potential to be used as markers for SCCs and central tumors in the airways of the lungs.

Because sputum cytology had higher diagnostic accuracy for early lung SCCs than for ACs, we further examined the panel of the 6 genes in sputum and compared the results with that of cytology in distinguishing early stage NSCLC patients (stages I-II) from healthy smokers. Eighteen samples (41.9%) of sputum from the 43 early stage NSCLC patients were diagnosed to be positive by cytologic examination. All cytologically positive sputum specimens also exhibited copy number aberrations of the genes, thus were positive by the genetic test.

**Table 4. Diagnostic performance of the composite panel of 6 genes in a cohort of 69 NSCLC patients with different stages, 26 healthy smokers, and 39 COPD patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Distinguishing NSCLC patients from healthy smokers</th>
<th>Distinguishing NSCLC patients from COPD patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity, %</td>
<td>Specificity, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cases</td>
<td>82.61 (57/69)</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different histologic types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>85.71 (30/35)^a</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>79.41 (27/34)^a</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different tumor locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>87.88 (29/33)^a</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>77.78 (28/36)^a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases with different stages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>80.95 (17/21)</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>81.82 (18/22)^b</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-IV</td>
<td>84.62 (22/26)^c</td>
<td>96.15 (25/26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a\(P < 0.05\); 26 healthy smokers and 39 COPD patients.

^bComparison of the genetic test for diagnosis of stage I and stage II NSCLC with \(P > 0.05\); 26 healthy smokers and 39 COPD patients.

^cComparison of the genetic test for diagnosis of stages I-II and stages III-IV NSCLC with \(P < 0.05\); 26 healthy smokers and 39 COPD patients.
positive for the genetic test. Interestingly, of the 25 cytologically negative sputum samples from the NSCLC patients, 17 were positive for the minichip test with the panel of 6 genes. Overall, the sensitivity and specificity of sputum cytology in detection of stages I-II NSCLC were 41.9% and 100.0%, whereas the 6 genes in combination resulted in 81.4% sensitivity and 96.2% specificity. Therefore, the composite of use of the 6 genes had higher diagnostic sensitivity than for sputum cytology for early stage NSCLC patients (21 stage I and 22 stage II cases) who have a positive result by the test. Specificity refers to the 28 healthy smokers who have a negative result by the test.

Discussion

Of the 6 genes, 3 genes (FHIT, HYAL2, and P16) were previously investigated in sputum of lung cancer patients for their genomic copy number alterations by our group (6, 7, 9, 14–16). The present observations of the genes are consistent with our earlier findings, confirming their potential role as biomarkers for early NSCLC. Of the 3 newly characterized genes, ENO1 is located at chromosome 1p36.23 that is one of the most frequent targets of genomic amplification in lung cancer (8, 19, 20). Rácz et al. (21) found that ENO1 was amplified in tumors tissues of early stage of NSCLC, especially SCC. Our current finding is consistent with the previous reports and further suggests that ENO1 might be a promising sputum-based biomarker for early SCC. 14–3–3zeta located at 8q23.1, another important chromosomal region with genomic amplicons in lung cancer (8, 19). Using a functional genomic approach, we identified 14–3–3zeta as a putative oncogene whose activation was common and driven by its genomic amplification in NSCLC (8, 19). The present data support our previous discoveries (8, 19, 22–23) and also demonstrate that assessing increased 14–3–3zeta copy numbers in sputum might be useful in early diagnosis of SCCs. Similarly, SKP2 was located at a genomic amplified region, 5p13 (8, 19). We previously showed that SKP2 played an oncogenic role in lung cancer, because inhibition of SKP2 expression significantly increased p27 expression, reduced cell proliferation, and apoptosis in lung cancer cells (23). In good agreement with the findings, the current data demonstrate that increased SKP2 copy numbers are common in respiratory epitheliums of lung SCC patients and more importantly, the assessment of the genetic aberrations in sputum holds diagnostic potential for early lung SCCs.

It is not surprising to find that changes of the genes are associated with smoking packer-year, because lung cancer is characterized by an accumulation of molecular genetic abnormalities resulting from repeated exposure of the respiratory tracts of chronic smokers to tobacco-related carcinogens (10). In particular, the relationship of SCCs to smoking is stronger compared with ACs (2). Furthermore, we found that these lung cancer-associated genetic changes were also related to COPD. The observation could be explained by possible pathologic relations between COPD and lung cancer (24, 25). Recent genetic linkage studies have identified common, biologically potential genetic markers in families who have susceptibility for both COPD and lung cancer (25). Therefore, discrimination of NSCLC from the benign disease has presented a difficult problem in past studies, in which a relatively high percentage of false-positive classification of NSCLC was observed. However, our present study shows that the copy number changes of the 6 genes display significant differences in sputum of NSCLC patients, COPD patients, and healthy smokers. More importantly, the genes used in combination could significantly differentiate lung cancer patients from both COPD subjects and healthy smokers with high accuracy. Nonetheless, long-term follow-up of the healthy smokers and COPD patients, whose sputum had the genetic aberrations, is needed to determine whether the result represents an early indicator of lung malignancy developed from tobacco or COPD-related epithelial damages before it is detectable by other means. Moreover, although higher levels of copy number changes of the genes were observed in more advanced stage NSCLC, the 6 genes produced 81.4% sensitivity for early stage SCCs that was dramatically higher than did cytologic diagnosis (41.9%), while keeping a similar specificity as did the cytology. Therefore, the panel of the genes could provide biomarkers that have higher diagnostic efficiency for early SCCs than for sputum cytology.

Changes of the 6 genes in sputum are more closely associated with SCCs that are often centrally located as compared with ACs that tends to arise peripherally. Furthermore, the genetic changes are found to be more strongly related to advanced lung tumors as compared with early stage ones. As a result, the sputum biomarkers display high sensitivity in identification of advanced stage tumors and SCCs as compared with early stage biomarkers and ACs of the lungs. The observation would suggest that there are 2 major sources of the detected genetically altered cells in
sputum. First, the bronchial epithelia with the genetic aberrations in sputum of the patients with centrally located advanced SCC are very likely derived from the tumor itself, thus producing high sensitivity and specificity. Second, the respiratory epithelia with such genetic changes in sputum of early NSCLC patients might not be the cancer cells that directly shed from a primary tumor rather than the pulmonary epithelial cells that share clonally altered genetic lesions with the small peripheral lung tumors. This possibility is supported by that cigarette smoking produces a ‘field defect’ in airway epithelial cells such that genetic damage occurs throughout the lungs. Copy number changes in the pulmonary epithelia that do not exfoliate from tumors may represent similar clonal genetic aberrations existed within the small tumors arising in peripheral lung, and hence could function as biomarkers for the malignancy.

CT provides excellent anatomic imaging, but has limitations in uncertain rate for central tumors that are mainly SCCs (3). This justifies the requirement for a new diagnostic mean of such lesions with suspicious imaging features. If genetic markers have high specificity and reasonable sensitivity in detection of centrally located lung SCCs, such markers can complement CT in early detection of NSCLC. This concept is supported by our recent study (15) in which, we showed that combining detection of genetic changes of bronchial epitheliums in sputum with CT scans could increase the diagnostic efficiency for stage I central lung tumors as compared with CT used alone. The finding from the present research is fairly encouraging, because the sensitivity and specificity of the composite use of the genes for identifying central lung SCC is much higher than in individual genes. Therefore, given the high accuracy, future combination of the panel of sputum-based markers with CT not only complements CT by overcoming the weakness of the imaging analysis that has low sensitivity in diagnosis of early central airway SCC, but also surrounds major obstacle of sputum-based biomarkers, by which, it is difficult to localize tumor mass location. Furthermore, although the solitary pulmonary nodule (SPN) is a common presentation of lung cancer, most SPNs are benign. The challenge in evaluating SPNs is to avoid invasive procedures in patients who have benign nodules, without allowing potentially curable bronchogenic carcinomas the time to progress to more advanced or even unresectable disease (26). The sputum-based biomarkers could complement CT screening for precisely identifying early NSCLC from the subjects with indeterminate pulmonary nodules and/or radiographic emphysema. Therefore, the sputum biomarkers may potentially be an aid to decision making in the management of lung SPN (5).

Most recently, Varella-Garcia et al. (5) analyzed sputum by detecting chromosomal aneusomy with commercial chromosomal probes and showed that the test could predict lung cancer incidence with a sensitivity of 76% and a specificity of 94% within 18 months before lung cancer diagnosis. Differing from the report, here we aim to optimize a biomarker panel by targeting the lung cancer-associated genes for detection of lung cancer patients who already were diagnosed with the disease. The genetic markers may have higher sensitivity than chromosomal probes in diagnosis of NSCLC. However, future comparison of the chromosomal probes with the genetic probes in the same set of specimens for either early detecting lung cancer or screening for the disease in high-risk populations is required.

In conclusion, we have developed a panel of 6 genes whose copy number changes can reliably be measured in sputum. The assessment of the genes could potentially be used as a noninvasive diagnostic tool for early squamous cell lung cancer. Nevertheless, a large multicenter clinical project to further validate the full utility in large prospective cohorts is warranted before it could be adopted in routine clinical settings.
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